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ABSTRACT  

BACKGROUND: Adding cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitor to endocrine 

treatment improves outcome in estrogen receptor positive (ER+) metastatic breast 

cancer (MBC), but identifying patients who benefit is challenging. Response is 

potentially associated with ER expression heterogeneity. Positron emission 

tomography (PET) with 16α-[18F]fluoro-17β-estradiol (FES) allows whole body ER 

assessment. We explored whether FES-PET heterogeneity and FES uptake were 

related to letrozole and palbociclib outcome, in patients with ER+ MBC.  

PATIENTS AND METHODS: Patients underwent a baseline FES-PET and 18F-

fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET with contrast enhanced computed tomography (CT). 

FES-PET heterogeneity score (% FES+ lesions divided by all lesions on FDG-PET 

and/or CT) and FES uptake were related to outcome and 8 week FDG-PET 

response. Circulating tumor DNA samples for ESR1 mutation analysis were collected 

at baseline. 

RESULTS: In thirty patients with 864 metastatic lesions, baseline FES-PET 

heterogeneity was assessed. In 27 patients with 688 lesions, response was 

evaluated. Median time to progression (TTP) was 73 weeks (95%CI 21 to ∞) in 7 

patients with 100% FES+ disease, 27 weeks (14 to 49) in heterogeneous FES+ 

disease (20 patients), and 15 weeks (9 to ∞) without FES positivity (3 patients; log-

rank P=0.30). Geometric mean FES uptake was 2.3 for metabolic progressive 

patients, 2.5 (Pvs progression=0.82) for metabolic stable disease, and 3.3 (Pvs 

progression=0.40) for metabolic response (Ptrend=0.21). ESR1 mutations, found in 13/23 

patients, were unrelated to FES uptake. 
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CONCLUSION: This exploratory study suggests that FES-PET heterogeneity may 

potentially identify ER+ MBC patients who benefit from letrozole combined with CDK 

inhibition. (NCT02806050) 

 

 

Key words: CDK inhibition; endocrine therapy; biomarker; FES-PET; heterogeneity; 

breast cancer. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitors improve outcome in estrogen receptor 

positive (ER+) metastatic breast cancer (MBC) patients when combined with 

endocrine treatment [1–10]. The downside of this combined treatment is that CDK 

inhibition adds considerable costs, manageable toxicity and increased hospital visits 

although quality of life is not affected [1, 2, 6, 8, 9]. Response prediction by ER 

expression is most commonly used in clinical practice [11, 12]. Recently, other 

potentially promising biomarkers are found for CDK inhibitor benefit, for example 

cyclin E1 (CCNE1) mRNA expression [13]. However, these biomarkers are not yet 

used in daily practice. Therefore, we focus on the ER marker. To establish ER 

expression, a metastasis biopsy is preferred. However, this is not always safely 

feasible. Furthermore, a biopsy cannot rule out ER heterogeneity. Also standard 

imaging cannot dichotomize between ER+ and ER- lesions. Whole body positron 

emission tomography (PET) with 16α-[18F]fluoro-17β-estradiol (FES) can, by 

assessment of ER expression of all tumor lesions [14, 15]. Chae et al. showed high 

agreement between FES-PET results and immunohistochemical ER status [16]. 

Another study concluded that FES-PET heterogeneity was related to (lack of) 

response to endocrine treatment [17]. Whether this might also be the case for the 

combination with CDK inhibition, is presently unknown. 

 

At present, ESR1 gene mutation analysis in circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) is a 

rapidly evolving field. Mutations of the ESR1 gene, which encodes ER, are found 

within the ligand-binding domain of ER [18]. These mutations lead to estrogen-

independent activation [19].  
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This feasibility study aimed to explore whether baseline FES-PET heterogeneity and 

FES uptake were related to outcome and (non) response to treatment with letrozole 

combined with CDK inhibitor palbociclib. In addition, we explored whether ESR1 

mutations are related to FES uptake.  
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METHODS  

Study design   

This is a prospective, single center study performed at the University Medical Center 

Groningen, the Netherlands (NCT02806050). The protocol was approved by the 

institutional review board. All patients provided written informed consent. At baseline, 

18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET with contrast enhanced computed tomography 

(CT), and FES-PET were performed, ctDNA samples were also collected 

(supplementary Figure A.1). If feasible, a metastasis biopsy was obtained at 

baseline, unless a recent (± 6 months previously) biopsy was available. Early 

response was evaluated with FDG-PET after treatment for 2 weeks. After 8 weeks of 

treatment, response was evaluated with FDG-PET/CT. Endpoints were: correlation of 

FES-PET heterogeneity score with time to progression (TTP), FES uptake with (non) 

response to treatment at 8 weeks, and relation of ESR1 mutations and FES uptake. 

We also investigated the relation of FDG uptake at 2 and 8 weeks (supplementary 

Table B.1). 

 

Patients  

Post- and premenopausal (with ovarian function suppression) women with ER+ MBC 

(>1% staining on biopsy), were eligible. Inclusion criteria included adequate organ 

function and performance score of ≤ 2 [20]. Patients with symptomatic brain 

metastases, visceral crisis, previous CDK inhibitors, active cardiac disease or 

concurrent malignancy were excluded. Treatment consisted of 2.5 mg letrozole daily 

and 125 mg palbociclib for 21 consecutive days, followed by 7 days off treatment, 

until unacceptable toxicity or progression. 
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PET/CT imaging  

FES-PET: Patients received ~200 MBq of 18F-FES intravenously. Patients did not 

have to fast, and discontinued ER antagonists for at least 6 weeks to avoid false 

negative scans [21]. Whole body (head to mid-thigh) PET/CT was performed 60 min 

after tracer injection using a Siemens Biograph 40 or 64-slice mCT with 2 mm 

reconstructed spatial resolution and emission acquisition time of 3 min per bed 

position. Low dose CT was acquired for attenuation and scatter correction. 

Reconstructions of scan and quantification were performed according to European 

Association of Nuclear Medicine Research Limited (EARL) criteria [22].  

 

FDG-PET: Whole body FDG-PET/CT was performed in the same manner, but 

patients had to fast for at least 6 hours and blood glucose levels had to be < 120 

mg/dl. The injected FDG dose was 3 MBq/kg according to EANM guidelines [22].  

 

 

PET/CT imaging analysis  

FDG/FES-PET: We used syngo.via imaging software for quantification of tracer 

uptake. Volumes of interest (VOIs) were drawn around the area of enhanced tumor 

uptake visible on PET (higher than background) to calculate maximum standardized 

uptake value (SUVmax). Due to high physiological FES uptake, liver lesions are 

excluded [23]. PET scans were evaluated for metastases by an experienced nuclear 

medicine physician (AG). Tracer uptake was quantified by two trained observers (CV 

and JB). SUVmax calculations were performed according to EANM guidelines for 18F 

imaging [22]. In line with previous studies, SUVmax ≥ 2.0 was defined as FES+ [14, 

15, 17, 24]. 
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Contrast enhanced CT: Chest-abdomen CT scans, evaluated by an experienced 

radiologist (TK) for metastases, were used to allocate FDG-PET positive lesions to 

an anatomic substrate to identify FES-PET negative lesions, or vice versa. Lesions 

only present on CT, were considered metastases if they had a minimum axial 

diameter of 10 mm.  

 

 

FES-PET heterogeneity score related to outcome measure TTP  

FES-PET heterogeneity score per patient, according to Gennari et al., was defined as 

percentage of FES+ lesions divided by all lesions visible on FDG-PET or CT at 

baseline [17]. This score was categorized into three groups (1) 100% of the lesions 

FES+, (2) 1-99% of the lesions FES+, or (3) 0% of the lesions FES+, and related to 

TTP.   

 

 

FES uptake related to response 

Per patient: Geometric mean SUVmax on FES-PET was calculated in all lesions per 

patient. For metabolic response per patient, the percent change in SUVmax of all 

lesions was calculated from FDG-PET at baseline and after 8 weeks. Metabolic 

response per patient was defined as ≥ 30% decrease of SUVmax on 8 week FDG-

PET, and progression was defined as ≥ 30% increase. Disease without response or 

progression was considered stable. This response score was partly based on 

PERCIST [25]. A less laborious method is shown in Appendix B. 
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Per lesion: The same definition for metabolic response as described above was 

used. In a second analysis, we excluded lesions with SUVmax on FDG-PET less than 

two times the SUVmax in the center of the descending thoracic aorta at baseline FDG-

PET, to avoid bias due to lesions with tracer uptake close to background being 

unable to show a decrease in uptake.  

 

 

Relation of ESR1 mutations in ctDNA to FES-PET 

From patients with additional consent, blood was sampled for plasma isolation at 

baseline. CtDNA was analyzed for ESR1 mutations by next generation deep 

sequencing using commercial Oncomine Breast cell free nucleic acid panel with a 

detection limit of 0.1%, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Mutation status 

was compared to FES uptake, and heterogeneity score.  

 

 

Statistical Analysis  

We used Kaplan-Meier analysis with log-rank testing to relate heterogeneity score to 

TTP (interval between start of therapy and progression or death), and Firth corrected 

Cox regression analysis to obtain hazard ratios (HRs) with 95% confidence interval 

(95%CI).  ESR1 mutation versus heterogeneity score was tested with Fisher Exact 

test. Per patient metabolic response category was related to per lesion FES uptake 

accounting for within-patient clustering by a random intercept (using Satterthwaite 

approximations to degrees of freedom, restricted maximum likelihood for parameter 

estimation, and likelihood ratio testing under maximum likelihood for statistical 

inference). We natural-log-transformed FES uptake to obtain approximate normal 
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distributions, yielding estimates of geometric means following back-transformation of 

the results. Mixed-effects ordinal logistic regression was used to relate FES uptake to 

metabolic response category per lesion. We estimated the Pearson correlation for 

clustered data between natural-log-transformed FES uptake and Box-Cox 

transformed change in FDG uptake on a lesion-level  [26]. A nominal P-value ≤ 0.05 

was considered statistically significant. We used R software version 3.2.1 for 

Macintosh (lme4 1.1-11, lmerTest 2.0-20, survival 2.38-3, coxphf 1.11) and IBM 

SPSS software version 23 for data analysis. 
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RESULTS  

Patients  

Thirty ER+ MBC patients, mean age 55 years, were included between September 

2016 and March 2018 (Figure 1 and Table 1). Baseline metastases biopsies, 

performed in 9 patients, showed ER expression in 8/9 cases. In 3 additional patients, 

a metastasis biopsy performed within ± 6 months showed ER positivity. In the other 

patients, a biopsy was considered not feasible. 87% of patients had received at least 

one previous line of endocrine treatment in the metastatic setting. At the time of 

analysis (February  2019), 5 patients (17%) were still on combination therapy. 

Reasons for treatment discontinuation were progressive disease (n = 21), and 

adverse events (n = 4). Those who discontinued treatment due to adverse events 

were monitored until progression or death (2/4 patients). Median follow-up was 34 

weeks (5 – 118). Examples of PET images are depicted in Figure 2. The toxicity 

profile was in line with previous findings (supplementary Table C.1). 

 

FES-PET heterogeneity score related to outcome measure TTP  

864 lesions in 30 patients were assessable for FES-PET heterogeneity analysis 

(Figure 1). The number of lesions per patient varied between 4 and 70. Lesions were 

present in bone (n = 733; 85%), lymph nodes (n = 100; 12%), lung (n = 19; 2%), 

breast (n = 5; 0.6%), brain (n = 4; 0.5%) and adrenal gland (n = 3; 0.3%). Most 

lesions were identified with all three imaging techniques FES- and FDG-PET/CT 

(supplementary Figure D.1). Seven patients had 100% FES+ disease with a median 

TTP of 73 weeks (95%CI 21 to ∞); 20 patients had heterogeneous FES uptake, their 

TTP was 27 weeks (14 to 49); 3 patients had no FES positivity, their TTP was 15 

weeks (9 to ∞) (log-rank P=0.30, Ptrend=0.19) (Figure 3). Patients with less than 
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100% FES positivity (groups 0% and 1-99% are merged) showed a HR of 2.1 for TTP 

(95%CI 0.81 to 6.91; P=0.13) compared to those with 100% positivity. 

 

FES uptake related to response  

In 27 patients with 688 lesions, response was evaluated (Figure 1).  

 

Per patient: Geometric mean SUVmax on FES-PET varied widely per patient (0.9 – 

6.8) (Figure 4). The estimated geometric mean FES uptake was 2.3 (95%CI 1.0 to 

5.2) for patients with metabolic progression, 2.5 (1.9 to 3.3; Pvs progression=0.82) for 

patients with stable disease, and 3.3 (2.2 to 5.1; Pvs progression=0.40) for metabolic 

responding patients (Ptrend=0.21).  

 

Per lesion: We also analyzed response to treatment on a lesion-level. In total, 454 

FES+ and 234 FES- lesions were found (FES SUVmax range 0.6 – 13.7; Figure 4, 

Table 2). FES+ lesions had 1.44 (95%CI 0.88 to 2.36; P=0.14) times the odds of 

belonging to a better metabolic response category than FES- lesions (i.e. stable 

disease instead of progression, or responsive instead of stable disease). When 

analyzed continuously, the correlation between FES uptake and change in FDG from 

baseline to week 8 was -0.20 (95%CI -0.41 to 0.00; P=0.051). Using the bias-

correction method, no significant differences were observed (Table 2). 

 

Relation of ESR1 mutations in ctDNA to FES-PET 

13/23 patients showed ESR1 mutations (Table 1, supplementary Figure E.1). No 

ESR1 mutation was detected in patients without FES positivity (0/2), while in patients 
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with 100% FES positivity a mutation was detected in 3/5 patients (E380Q, Y537N, 

V392I) (P=0.34).   
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DISCUSSION  

An issue in ER+ MBC management remains the need to identify patients who benefit 

from endocrine treatment combined with CDK inhibition. We examined whether ER 

imaging could potentially support this identification.  

 

This is the first study exploring whole body ER expression heterogeneity in relation to 

response to endocrine treatment and CDK inhibition. These data suggest that  

heterogeneity may be a biologically relevant entity in BC, and can potentially support 

identification of patients who benefit most (or least) from combined treatment.  

 

We found that patients with 100% FES positivity benefitted most  from combination 

therapy compared to those with heterogeneous or no FES uptake (HR 2.1). These 

results are in line with the preliminary data by Gennari et al., who found that 

heterogeneity score of 3 largest lesions was related to endocrine treatment response 

(HR 1.8) [17]. The similar findings in these two studies, despite different patient 

selection and treatment, underline the possible underlying biology that can be 

detected with molecular imaging. Although biopsy is the gold standard, it cannot 

evaluate whole body heterogeneity. Furthermore, molecular imaging is more patient 

friendly, as patients prefer a scan to a biopsy [27]. Although future general FES-PET 

availability may appear challenging, due to high costs and limited specialized centers, 

successful multicenter (inter)national trials including FES-PET, and the common use 

of 18F for FDG-PET, do support its feasibility in clinical practice. Furthermore, FES-

PET could potentially support optimal individualized treatment choice, which in case 

of expensive medication such as CDK inhibition is likely cost-effective. This was 

already suggested in a previous computer simulated study, and will be further 
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evaluated [28]. Therefore, we are currently exploring FES/FDG-PET heterogeneity 

further in the SONImage study (NCT04125277), a side study to the randomized 

(aromatase inhibitor ± CDK inhibition) Dutch SONIA trial.  

   

 

As expected, more FES+ lesions responded to treatment than FES- lesions. 

However, also a substantial number of FES- lesions showed response. One 

explanation may be that also other pathways with downstream complex formation 

between CDK 4/6 and cyclin D might have been inhibited by palbociclib, such as 

human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 or androgen receptor signaling pathways 

[29, 30]. Recently, the study by Chae et al. used a FES SUVmax cut-off of 1.5 [16]. 

Based on previous data, in which background measurements exceeded the 1.5 cut-

off level, we used a threshold of 2.0, as in previous studies [14, 15, 17, 24]. Also a 

difference in use of EARL approved parameters and scanning time limit direct 

comparability. Establishing a generally accepted cut-off value for FES uptake should 

be priority in studies in this setting, such as the Dutch multicenter IMPACT breast trial 

(NCT01957332). In addition, the most optimal method for quantification is still 

unknown, and will be performed in the IMPACT trial. 

 

Contrary to expectations, higher FES uptake was observed in patients with ESR1 

mutations compared to those without. An explanation for this could be that the ESR1 

mutation leads to a higher binding affinity of FES to the receptor, or that the receptor 

can be activated at a lower concentration of estrogens [31]. Currently, the relation 

between FES uptake and ESR1 mutation status, as well as circulating tumor cell 

count, is assessed in the IMPACT breast trial [27, 32]. Other potentially promising 
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biomarkers for the degree of benefit to CDK inhibitors are: D-cyclin-activating 

features, tumor CCNE1 mRNA levels, and FAT1 alterations [13, 33–35]. 

 

This study has limitations, including its small sample size, heterogeneous 

pretreatments and relatively short time to response measurements. In the single arm 

design, only effect of endocrine treatment combined with CDK inhibition could be 

related to FES-PET heterogeneity. Another limitation might be that response 

measurements were only possible according to RECIST in the minority of lesions (n 

= 14). However, this is in line with real world experience in ER+ MBC. Strengths of 

this study are its comprehensive molecular imaging analysis including (repeated) 

FDG-PET/CT, as well as the novel FES-PET. The whole body all-lesion analysis of 

ER expression, in relation to biopsy confirmation and particularly related to response 

to a highly relevant treatment combination, add to its informative value of ER 

heterogeneity as biological entity. 

Concluding, this exploratory study suggests that FES-PET heterogeneity may 

potentially identify patients who benefit from combination therapy.  
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Table 1. Baseline patient characteristics†   

Characteristic  Total cohort 

(n = 30) 

100% FES+
¶ 

(n = 7) 

1-99% FES+
¶
 

(n = 20) 

0% FES+
¶
  

(n = 3) 

Age, years 55 ± 10.9 54 ± 10.1 56 ± 11.2 56 ± 14.4 

Hormone receptor status of 

primary tumor*:  

    

ER+/HER2- 29 (97) 7 (100) 19 (95) 3 (100) 

Unknown 1 (3) - 1 (5) - 

Metastatic tumor characteristics*:      

ER+/HER2- 24 (80) 5
‡ 
(71) 18

‡ 
(90) 1

‡ 
(33) 

ER-/HER2- 
††

 1 (3) - - 1 (33) 

Unknown 5 (17) 2 (29) 2 (10) 1 (33) 

Prior treatment in metastatic 

setting:  

    

None 1 (3) 1 (14) - - 

Hormonal therapy (1-2) 21 (70) 3 (43) 16 (80) 2 (67) 

Hormonal therapy (>2) 5 (17) 1 (14) 3 (15) 1 (33) 

Chemotherapy (1-2) 10 (33) 2 (29) 8 (40) - 

Chemotherapy (>2) - - - - 

Other
¶¶

 1 (3) - 1 (5) - 

Only hormonal therapy 19 (63) 4 (57) 12 (60) 3 (100) 

Only chemotherapy  3 (10) 2 (29) 1 (5) - 

Number of hormonal therapies 

received 

1 [0 – 6] 1 [0 – 6] 1 [0 – 3] 2 [2 – 3] 

Number of chemotherapy regimens 

or hormonal therapies received 

2 [0 – 6] 1 [0 – 6] 2 [0 – 5] 2 [2 – 3] 

ESR1 mutations**:     

E380Q 5/13 1/3 4/10 0/0 

D538G  8/13 0/3 8/10 0/0 

Y537N 4/13 1/3 3/10 0/0 
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S463P  1/13 0/3 1/10 0/0 

Y537C  1/13 0/3 1/10 0/0 

V392I  1/13 1/3 0/10 0/0 

Y537S  2/13 0/3 2/10 0/0 

† Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD), median [range] or total number (%).¶ 

FES-PET heterogeneity score (% FES positive lesions divided by all lesions on FDG-PET and/or CT). 

* based on histopathological examination. ‡ 100% FES+: all patients 100% ER positive, except one 

(3% ER+), 1-99% FES+: all patients ≥70% ER positive, 0% FES+: one patient ER negative and one 

100% ER positive. †† This patient had a previous biopsy of a bone metastasis that was ER positive, 

but a new biopsy of a liver lesion was negative for ER. ¶¶ PD-L1 plus antibody-drug conjugate. ** 

13/23 patients showed ESR1 mutations, and different mutations were observed within one patient. 

Abbreviations: ER, estrogen receptor; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; FES, 16α-

[
18

F]fluoro-17β-estradiol; ESR1, estrogen receptor 1. 

 

 

Table 2. FES-PET analysis per lesion and response evaluation by 8 week FDG-PET  

 Response 

 

Stable  Progression 

 

 

FES positive 

(SUVmax ≥ 2.0) 

205 (45%) 186 (41%) 63 (14%) 454 

112 (41%) 125 (46%) 34 (13%) 271 

FES negative 

(SUVmax < 2.0) 

51 (22%) 132 (56%) 51 (22%) 234 

21 (19%) 68 (61%) 22 (20%) 111 

 256 318 114 688 

133 193 56 382 

Orange: all 688 lesions. Blue: only 382 lesions, corrected for background. 
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Figure 1. CONSORT diagram  
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† Bone lesions; * Not evaluable due to high muscle activity on 8 week FDG-PET, physiological FDG 

uptake, pleural effusion, motion, and 8 week FDG-PET or CT-scan was not performed due to rapid 

progression during follow-up; ¶ Lymph node, bone, lung. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Examples of PET images of a MBC patient that responded to palbociclib 

plus letrozole (A, B, C) and one patient that did not respond (D, E, F).  

Upper row responder: Baseline FDG-PET (A) shows pathological uptake in axillary lymph nodes (right 

side) and in nearly all vertebrae and pelvic bones. Image B shows the baseline FES-PET with 

pathological ER expression in the axial skeleton (including vertebrae, pelvic bones, proximal humeri 

and femora) and in axillary lymph nodes (right side). After 8 weeks the FDG-PET (C) showing almost 

complete metabolic response (just some slightly elevated uptake in the axillary lymph nodes). The 

patient has been on treatment for more than 70 weeks. 
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Lower row non-responder: Baseline FDG-PET (D) shows pathological uptake in multiple skeletal 

lesions. Image E shows the baseline FES-PET with only some increased ER expression in thoracic 

vertebrae. After 8 weeks the FDG-PET (F) showing no metabolic response, even some increase in the 

pathologic uptake in the multiple skeletal lesions. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Kaplan-Meier curves of the role of FES uptake heterogeneity score on time 

to progression (TTP). 
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Figure 4. FES uptake per patient and per lesion. 
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(A) Distribution of metastases per patient and FES uptake of all metastases (n = 688) 

in 27 patients. Overview of FES uptake as SUVmax in tumor lesions and illustrating 

geometric mean SUVmax per patient, (B) Waterfall plot showing relative change in 

tumor FDG uptake in individual lesions (n = 688) at 8 week FDG-PET scan compared 

with baseline. Red bars represent FES+ lesions (SUVmax ≥ 2.0) and blue bars represent FES- 

lesions. 

 

 


